Imagine - MANDO - John Lennon (Post-Beatles)

It's easy, if you try...

No Hell below us...

Above us only sky...
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It isn't hard to____ do_____

Nothing to kill or____ die for_____

And no reli____ tion____ too...
But, I'm not the only one...

I hope some day you'll join us...

And the world will live as one...
G: Verse 3...

Imagine no possessions...

G: Back-Up Mandolin...

I wonder if you can...

G

No need for greed or hunger....

G
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G: 3 5 0 2 H: 5 7

| Brotherhood of man... |

G: 4 4 4 4 C: 2 3 4 2

| (C) |

C: CHORUS...

G: 3 3 0 2 H: 6 7 6 7 (C): 5 7

| Imagine all the people... |

C: Back-Up Mandolin...

G: 0 0 0 0 C: 0 0 0 0

| |

D: 2 2 2 2 H: 2 3 3 5 (D): 5 7 10 7 5

| Sharing all the world... (Yoo-Hoo)... |

D: 0 0 0 0 (D): 0 0 0 0 (NO Chord)...
Imagine
MANDO - John Lennon (Post-Beatles)

C: Segue...

You may say________ I'm a dreamer__________

C: Back-Up Mandolin...

But, I'm not the only one...

I hope some day you'll join us____________

I imagine
Imagine there's no heaven... It's easy if you try... No hell below us... Above us only sky... Imagine all the people... Living for today... Aha-ah...

Imagine there's no countries... It isn't hard to do... Nothing to kill or die for... And no religion, too... Imagine all the people... Living life in peace... You...

You may say I'm a dreamer... But I'm not the only one... I hope someday you'll join us... And the world will live as one...